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Buffalo, Missouri: ““It doesn’t get much better than walking behind a good dog with your shotgun in hand
and hearing a flutter of wings” is a quote from 4 Star Plantation owner Danny Brownlow and truly reflects
what quail and upland bird hunting is all about” states Craig Alderman of QUWF. Joining QUWF as a Lodge
Member adds the highest quality hunting experience for wing shooting there is and 4- Star joins a growing list
of excellent member facilities with QUWF. “Experiencing great dog work, flushing coveys and rock hard points
is what makes a great hunt” Alderman emphasizes, “add to that their dedication to keeping excellent quail
habitat on the ground, promoting dog trials at the plantation, and you have a great partner for today’s hunters
and dog owners”.
“We want our plantation to provide an exceptional experience, from great hospitality, superb southern
cooking, safe and successful times afield to a very comfortable lodge to share the days stories. That is what
hunting is all about and 4-Star was built to deliver” states Danny Brownlow. The property also offers special
options for dog owners who want to use their own hunting dogs and test their training skills with either full or
half day selections. “We also invite other QUWF chapters and members to work with us to host more dog
trials here, we know they will want to come back” Danny concludes.
4-Star plantation, in Carlton, GA, was established and built in 2002 out of the love for quail hunting and dog
work by Danny and Nancy Brownlow. The Plantation information is available at www.quwf.net in our “Places
To Hunt” section with a link to their web site.
Since 2010 through 2011, QUWF, and its local chapters and members have spent $5.92 Million Dollars on
wildlife conservation and habitat management efforts on over 904,000 acres across the countries landscape.
Quail and Upland Wildlife Federation, Inc.™, a tax exempt 501(c)(3) conservation organization, serves its
members and chapters nationwide, providing a strong local source of habitat focus on quail and upland
wildlife and population recovery. Millions of dollars of habitat work have been completed by its members over
the years on thousands of acres of both private and public lands, now that work continues with a renewed
vitality. Our chapters from coast to coast, provide the grass roots, local habitat work that is making a
difference each and every day. For more information or to join QUWF please visit our website at
www.quwf.net.
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